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= synthesis + energy
Our award-winning Synergy System™ is a real breakthrough.
It is a fully modular furniture system that takes customization
to a whole new level. There are so many possibilities that
anyone can create piece of furniture that is uniquely their own.
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Perforated door inserts
permit IR signals, add
ve n t i l a t i o n a n d m a s k
speakers

versatile
		

Snap-on hinges fully extend
doors and remove easily for
better in-cabinet access

Synergy is all about configurability. At the
heart of the Synergy System® is a unique
square shaped extruded aluminum support

Removable rear panel
allows easy access to
A/V components

post. The post is used simultaneously as
an external cabinet skeleton for supporting
top, bottom, side and back panels, and as
an internal skeleton for supporting shelves
and drawers. The posts are available in
various lengths, and the panels and doors
in various sizes, so a virtually limitless
number of cabinet configurations are

Infinitely
adjustable
shelves

possible. The line is constructed of the
finest materials, such as real hard woods
and the anodized aluminum supports are
extremely durable.

Precision leveling feet
keep the cabinet level
even on uneven floors
Multiple footing options
available.
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quad 20 finished in black with aluminum posts

stylish
While all Synergy cabinets are similar in style, dramatic differences in appearance can be achieved by
choosing either black or silver aluminum posts, and by using one of four wood finishes for panels and
doors. Select from real hardwoods such as cherry, maple, walnut, or choose midnight black. The
system offers matching wooden end panels and solid wood framed doors with choice of insert. Anodized
aluminum supports in silver or matte black complete the picture. It’s why Synergy sets the standard
for what A/V furniture should be.

wood finishes

Maple
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Cherry

Walnut

posts

door inserts

Black

Frosted Glass

Perforated Steel

Silver Post

Black Posts
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triple 20 finished in cherry with black posts

customizable
Synergy lets anyone define a highly personalized piece of
A/V furniture that can handle any combination of electronic
gear they come up with. The system allows for configurations
that are specific to their end use, and to the individual
living space where they are set up. An open architecture
can be created to show off A/V components, or doors
can be added to enhance the room décor. Modules can
be used as is or with accessories, and can be combined
with each other to meet everyone’s specific requirements.
Synergy cabinet modules come in four cabinet widths:
single, twin, triple, or quad, and four cabinet heights:
10”, 20”, 30”, or 40”.
twin 30 finished in cherry with black posts

single
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twin

triple

quad
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functional
Options available to further enhance performance.

accessories
•

Accent lighting sets the mood and adds light just
where you need it

•

Active cooling system protects delicate electronics

•

Power conditioning delivers better picture and sound

•

Integrated TV and speaker mounts combine

•

Professional 19” rack mount integration

•

Media storage to protect your collection

•

Height adjustable Pull-Out Shelves provide
immediate access to electronic components.
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quad 30 finished in maple with black posts

directly with cabinets
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Salamander offers mounts designed to seemlessly integrate
flat panel TVs with Synergy Twin, Triple or Quad width cabinets.

triple 10 finished in black with black posts

integrated mounts

These are quality universal mounts that will handle most televisions
and provide screen height and viewing angle adjustments.

decorator feet
Decorator feet and wheels complete the look and embrace
performance. Choose from dramatic Saturn Casters
in black and silver, tapered Stiletto Designs in black
and brushed aluminum or shapely and stylish Curved Feet
in polished aluminum.
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single 40 finished in walnut with black posts

pro audio
rack mounting
Synergy Pro Audio Rack Mounts look like furniture. All rack

features

mounts are constructed of premium, components with

• Open cabinets can be enclosed

exceptional attention to detail, reliability and durability. All
are compatible with EIA 19” industry standards, and they
are available in single, twin or triple configurations, and in

with doors and sides
• Rear wire lacing bar
• Heavy-duty, non-marking, leveling feet

several cabinet heights of 10”, 20”, 30”, or 40”. The
Synergy rack mounts are ready-to-assemble, and once
assembled, are rock solid for supporting electronic gear.

triple 20 				 twin 30

			

single 40

Individual Rack Rails are available in full and short component lengths and can be attached to the front or rear of any Synergy cabinet.
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Synergy Forms follow Function, making them
ideal for anyone expanding a cabinet as their
Audio / Video needs change. Synergy cabinets
can expand horizontally as well as vertically.

A core module easily expands into a tower

triple 20 with wall and hutch modules finished in walnut with silver aluminum posts

single 70 finished in black with aluminum posts

connectibility

by attaching a vertical Extension module of
the same width. Threaded connectors solidly
join the units, assuring visual and structural
integrity and additional years of valuable use.

Handsome, functional Wall and Hutch
modules add an upper tier creating
a Synergy Wall System.
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Our unique “Design Your Own” process uses an online Custom

flexibility,
customization
and many choices

“Configurator” tool to help people build their own unique pieces of

base units

extensions

risers

walls

hutches

For use individually or with
related Synergy elements.

Straight forward additions
that make it easy to extend
Synergy cabinets.

Add height simply and
quickly to Synergy cabinets.

These modules have all
the height it takes to prove
Synergy can soar.

Both handsome and functional,
Hutches add an upper tier to
Synergy Wall Systems.

65.75”W x 39”H x 12”D

65.75”W x 9.625”H x 12”D

A/V furniture. The Configurator lets anyone select the configuration,
and the functional features that match exactly with their desired use.

singles

20

23.25”W x 21”H x 19.75”D

23.25”W x 19”H x 19.75”D

furniture design provides unparalleled value

30

23.25”W x 31”H x 19.75”D

23.25”W x 29”H x 19.75”D

and maximum flexibility. Modular elements

40

23.25”W x 41”H x 19.75”D

23.25”W x 39”H x 19.75”D

10

44.5”W x 12”H x 19.75”D

44.5”W x 19”H x 19.75”D

20

44.5”W x 21”H x 19.75”D

30

44.5”W x 31”H x 19.75”D

40

44.5”W x 41”H x 19.75”D

10

65.75”W x 12”H x 19.75”D

65.75”W x 19”H x 19.75”D

20

65.75”W x 21”H x 19.75”D

65.75”W x 29”H x 19.75”D

30

65.75”W x 31”H x 19.75”D

65.75”W x 39”H x 19.75”D

40

65.75”W x 41”H x 19.75”D

10

87”W x 12”H x 19.75”D

20

87”W x 21”H x 19.75”D

30

87”W x 31”H x 19.75”D

Our modular and systems approach to

A great solution for a center
channel speaker.

and thoughtful accessories allow owners to
fine-tune individual systems to keep pace

twins

with their changing requirements. It’s an
investment protected by future upgrades.

base units
44.5”W x 29”H x 19.75”D

44.5”W x 9.625”H x 19.75”D
(Interior Height 8.5”)

44.5”W x 39”H x 19.75”D
Custom Post Heights Available

design your own
with the custom configurator

triples

at salamanderdesigns.com

quads
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65.75”W x 9.625”H x 19.75”D
(Interior Height 8.5”)
Custom Post Heights Available

87”W x 39”H x 12”D

87”W x 9.625”H x 12”D
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twin 20 finished in walnut with silver aluminum posts

high-quality & long-lasting
We use a proven systems approach that fuses visual
design, functional engineering, and advanced manufacturing
processes to yield very high quality results. We pay close
attention to each component and every design detail.

built in USA
Finished customized cabinets are built to order in the USA.

quick shipping
With our Quick Ship program, most cabinets will ship from
our facility within three days from receipt of order.

the environment is important too
Our products are made of sustainable materials. Our
woods are harvested from managed forestry programs,
and composite materials comply with rigorous certification
standards. We use advanced, environmentally friendly
coatings and finishes, and our furniture frames are made
from energy-efficient recycled aluminum.
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the
salamander
difference
Sometimes what you don’t see is as
important as what you do see. It’s what

single 30 finished in black with black posts

we call the “Inside Story.” We do things
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differently, and often you need to look

For nearly 20 years, Salamander Designs® has been “Defining Original”

inside our products to appreciate the

in audio/video furniture. To us, “Defining Original” is more than just

quality and craftsmanship of our

a slogan. It’s an attitude. It is a way of life, and it’s a part of every

designs. The inside is also where we

piece of furniture we make.

integrate many of our performance
enhancing features, and it really

For more information about Salamander products, visit us at

differentiates us from our competitors.

salamanderdesigns.com
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